DesignIT tool evaluation in Portugal
The pilot testing of the DesignIT platform took place in the Spring semester of
the MSc course in Computer Engineering. Students (54 in total) enrolled in two
different courses (Serious Games and Multimedia Authoring) tested the
platform in the scope of their course assignments. The platform was mostly used
in the three initial stages of the Design Thinking method and then students did
the prototyping and testing without the platform. This testing was later
combined with short-term workshops in the scope of multiplier events.

The testing began in the last week of April when students received their
assignments which related to the development of a serious game and a
multimedia application under a theme to be selected from two options: emotion
management and online security. During that week in the course classes
students were introduced to Design Thinking methodology and to the DesignIt
platform.

On the week after, teachers created the lobbies and challenges required for the
courses and students used the platform canvas to conduct the empathy stage
of the DT model. Students mostly used desktop and laptop computers to do this.
Students completed this stage of the work outside of the classroom.

On the second week, students moved to the second stage of the DT model, they
discussed the collected ideas, synthesized the data in the canvases and
identified a set of possible problems resulting from the empathy stage. The
synthesis activity was done mostly through face to face discussions and then
students formed smaller groups and proceeded to develop these potential
problems further. In relation to the DesignIt platform, it was again mostly used
on desktop and laptop computers.

On the third week, each group identified potential solutions to their problems
and proceeded to select one of those solutions for prototyping. After that
students were focused on developing the actual software applications. In the
end, students uploaded to the platform images of the developed prototypes.

In general, students liked the process and the platform possibilities. There were
a few issues with the platform namely in terms of creating and editing challenges
and sometimes in terms of adding notes to the canvases. These problems were
casuistic and happened mostly when students tried to use the platform on their
own. During class time the platform worked well. Some minor formatting issues
with the note content were not problematic.

The review and brainstorm options were not used as students were able to
interact with their colleagues and teachers in the classroom.

